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The Occupy Movement 
 

Rev. Dr. Leonard Lovett 
 

     There is nothing more poignant than the man in Michelangelo’s powerful work The Last Judgment being 
dragged down to hell by demons, one hand over one eye and in the other  a look of dire recognition…He 
understood, but too late. It’s a familiar story, isn’t it? Rarely do we see the truth that stares us in the face 
until it hits us in the face. Michelangelo was right…hell is truth seen too late. The reason for such blindness 
is that we do not like the truth. Truth is irritating but it is liberating.  Recall the biblical priest  Amaziah 
speaking of Amos…”The land is not able to bear all his words.”  Amos was saying “Let Justice roll down 
like waters and righteousness {Hebrew -hesed} like a mighty stream. 
     A prophetic stance prevents the prophet from being in the hip-pocket of the King so one can always be 
free enough to engage in prophetic witness. To be prophetic {Hebrew –Nabi=one who is not only a fore-
teller but is also a forth-teller} one must know the difference between power and authority…Power is 
acquired…authority is assigned. Story of the DEA Agent and the Rancher…warrant to search your ranch 
for illegal  plants. There was agreement by the Rancher to search the ranch except for one little spot. The  
DEA agent displays his badge and invokes the authority of the US government behind his badge and 
proceeds to badger the rancher with his authority.    A few minutes later screams were heard. The rancher 
looks up and sees this 4000 lb bull chasing the agent.  Rancher looks up and says  “Your badge…your 
badge…show him your badge”!!!! 
      Who is left to admonish an institution when it has abandoned its “raison d’tre”  [reason to be]? Who is 
left to walk up to the king and point a Nathanic  finger of judgment and admonish the king that “thou art the 
man?”  Who is to remind an institution that it has become arrogant  self-serving and idolatrous?  I agree 
with Dr. Walter Wink, that “The spiritual task is to unmask this idolatry and recall the Powers to their created 
purposes in the world…the church exists for the task of recalling these Powers to their divine vocation.” 
[Ephesians 3:10] “so that through the church the wisdom of God in its rich variety might now be made 
known to the rulers and authorities [principalities and powers] in the heavenly places.” (1) 
     It was intended that the Faith Community be the designate to remind institutions of their original mission.  
Allow me to bring this home. The original mission of the auto industry was to provide basic transportation 
for people at a reasonable cost. However when GM, Ford and other auto magnates focus more on profit 
than people….when Wall Street magnates focus on their pockets over people…someone has to step up to 
the plate and say stop this madness. Wink contends that the church must perform this task despite it being 
as fallen and idolatrous as any other institution in society. It is incumbent upon each of us to deal with our 
own idols and demons as we recover our prophetic witness.i  
     One of the most significant challenges of the 21st century is that the world now has to be managed. 
…not just  its parts.  The only question are how and by whom. It was enough to worry that the part of the 
world couldn’t protect itself against the part.  Today it’s the whole that can’t protect itself against the 
parts.(1)  It is called stewardship=responsibility.  Who will manage nuclear stockpiles that can erase a 
civilization within seconds.  We can photograph a tag from 25 miles out of space but cannot see the little 
foxes eating up the vines right under our nose.  How can we miss drugs crossing international borders 
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destroying our finest youth. How do we manage a criminal justice system when justice has come to mean 
“Just Us”? How do we manage a nation where “the state of morality is so low we might have to change our 
national symbol from an eagle to a vulture?” {Vance Havener} 
        Reinhold Niebuhr one of the greatest native theologians in the twentieth century saw the evils of an 
industrial society many years ago as a pastor in Detroit. In his autobiographical piece titled, Leaves From 
the Notebook of a Tamed Cynic saw that Ford was not treating its workers right and saw the need to be 
prophetic. Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr. my protégé’ saw the evils of segregation in a nation he loved so dearly 
and protested and opposed it to the end…an act which cost him his life. While driving him to Chicago’s 
O’Hare airport in 1965, I asked him whether he feared for his life. He remarked that if he became obsessed 
with such a notion, he would become immobilized…that he had to continue on his mission with a clear 
purpose.  The Occupy Movement is doing what the Faith Community was originally called to do.  The 
mission of IWJ is to do what the Faith Community was called to do. IWJ must make a simple and yet 
profound witness.  A witness should be to this society what headlights are to an automobile. Headlights are 
not there to keep a car on the road…they are there to show the driver where the road is. Be vigilant against 
injustice in any form anywhere. 
 

“I would like to love my country and still love justice”     Albert Camus 
 
“Justice is sorting out what belongs to whomever and returning it to them.”Dr. Walter Brueggemann 
 
“The future of God is the future of the poor”    Dorothy Soelle 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

1. See  A Passion for the Possible: A Message to U.S. Churches, William Sloan Coffin, 
Westminster/Knox, 1993, chapter one, A Vision for the Future 

2. A must read is Walter Wink’s, trilogy - The Powers that Be: Theology for a New Millennium, 
Unmasking the Powers: The Invisible Forces that Determine Human Existence, Engaging the Powers: 
Discernment and Resistance in a World of Domination. 
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